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Microphone and Power Connector Standards

lave you ever has a problem with the incompati-
bility of microphone or power connectors with
different Amateur Radio equipment? You re not
alone! In some cases, the connectors physically
may fit, but the contact wiring is different . One
can become very emotional after seeing equipmentsmoke because of reversed polarity as a result of
plugging in the wrong power cable.

Compatibility of microphone and power connec-tors has particularly plagued amateurs involved in
emergency communications . Some groups have goneso far as to rewire all connectors used on cablesand radios in their emergency communications
equipment . This allows them to use any microphone
with any radio .

This subject was brought up at the July 21-22,
1982 meeting of the ARRL Board of Directors . In
minute 24, the Board voted that the General Mana-ger encourage the manufacturers of amateur radio
equipment to standardize on connectors such as
microphone and power supply inputs. In minute 90,
the Board voted that the ;emergency CommunicationsAdvisory Committee study the feasibility of se-
lecting a common connector for use with radio
equipment (microphones and power supplies), to
report back to the Board at the Annual Meeting in
March, 1983 .

Amateurs are not the only ones with this prob-
lem . Commercial communications equipment manufac-
turers use a variety of connectors . Often, dif-ferent radios built by the same division of a
manufacturer use microphones of different im-
pedances and use incompatible connectors, forreasons which are not clear to an outside ob-
server .

Military services have paid close attention tothe connector compatibility problem for years .During World War II the U .S . Army Signal orps
produced vast quantities of radio equipment

	

some
of which can sill be seen at hamfests) . In those

?
ays, many military microphones used a PL-68
now PJ-068) telephone-type plug which had a ring,tip and sleev . Earphones yp icall used a PL-5
(now PJ-055B) phone plug . These pugs were ro-
bust, but the jacks mounted on the equipment front
panel could be a place for moisture or dirt to
enter. So, they put spring-loaded rubber-gasketed
lids to cover the holes when the plug was removed .
That was a partial solution that got us through
the forties .

The next gengratioq of military field gear used
a 10-contact audio connector per MIL-C-10554 .

J-79/U Panel Receptacle

The connectors in this series were U-77/U, U-78/U
U-79/U, U-126/U, U-127/U and U-161/U . Hams aren't
as familiar with these connectors as the WWII
variety. However you may have noticed them on
Aril PR C-6, AA PRC-8 and other military radios of
the fifties. These connectors provided more con-
tacts, in a standardized wiring scheme to accommo-
date microphones, earphones, sp akers, handsets,
and even retransmission kits o connect two
radios together to make a re peate r. The connec-
tors were waterproof, built like a tank and heavy .
Enough of that .

The army then went to the MIL-C-55116 5-contact
audio connector series which is in current use .

U-133/0 Panel Receptacle

The f mily is U-181/U, U-182/U, U-133/U U-228/U;
U-229/U and U-230/U . Like the earlier fO-contact
audio connectors, butt contacts were used, with
the contacts on one of the two mating connq torr
spring-loaded . Usually, in gear like the AN/PRC-
2 or AN PRC-77, you will see two U-1831U panel
receptacles mounted on the radio for flexibility .
These 5-contact connectors have standard contact
assignme qis for ground, microphone, push-to-talk
earphone/speaker and keying . The need for special
accessories re uiring +12-V power from the radio
brought about the addition of a sixth contact in
the middle of the connector in some radios built
in the late sixties and the seventies .

I mention the MIL-C-55116 audio connectors here
not as a proposed solution to amateur audio
connector problems but simply as an example of how
the military solved a similar problem. Their
choice of connector design stressed waterproofing
and pressure resistance . The military audio
connectors cost several times that of the
connectors used on microphones for Amateur Radio
equipment .

In the power supply connector arena, it's
anarchy anywhere you look . The military would
like to have things orderly here but must live
with a bewildering list of power sources such as
primary batteries, 28 Vdc and 115 V 400 Hz for
aircraft, 26 Vdc for military vehicles, 12 Vdc for
civilian-type vehicles, 2b Vdc for field equip-
ment, and 90-260 V 50-60 Hz ac commercial power .
Commercial and amateur power sources are about as
varied . There is very little standardization of
power connectors .

There is a ray of hope in primary circuit
connectors for ac mains . You will see new elec-
tronic test a.~ uipment, computer hardware, office
equipment and some Amateur adio equipment using

continued on page 11~
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The first term H1/W is an approximation to XL1,

the second term is the magnitude of XL2 . The
correct and exact term for X1.1 is :

xL1 - Q R1 / Q"2 + 1
Since the Q based pi-network is invariably usedin the low pass configuration shown in the sketch

in amateur practice there is no need to be con-
cerned about reactance signs as used in line 35and elsewhere . There is always XL in the series
element and XC in the shunt elements .

Using the circuit symbols as shown in the first
pi-net sketch above the Q based pi-network for-mulas are :

H1 and d2 given . R1 at energy source end, R2at load end . H1 may equal, be greater than or be
less than 92, the formulas still pply . Re onlyrequirement is that : Q"2 + I > R1 / R2 .
Step 1 : Select Q value. Q"2 + 1 > R1 / R2 a re-

quirement .
Step 2 : X1 - R1 / Q
Step 3 : A2 = H2

J
	 R1 / R2	

Q"2 + 1 - R1 j R2
Step 4 : XL = w x1 + R112/ X2Q°2 +

The expressions give exact results for ny
permitted d . The d is always e ual to the Rp/Xpat the source end. The only restriction is impli-
cit in the X2 formula, the quantity under the
radical must yield a real number . That is :Q L + I > R1 / R2,, For Q 2 + 1 < R1 / R2, nosolution . For Q 2 + 1 = H1 / R2 implies thatA2 -+ infini y, C2 abse t, and this is then an L
network . Q 2 + 1 = R1 itt is the L net solutione ;q ua ti on .

It is unfortunate that both the ARRL ("The
Radio Amateur s) Handbook and the "Radio Hand-
book," the reference books most generally avail-able and used by amateurs, have faulty Q based pi-
network design formulas .

	

The ARRL Handbook Chap-

2

JTca

getting this simple matter confused . .

	

Ham Radio
Magazine has published a differently flawed
sion in recent years . CW Ham Radio (Japan Ra-
dio Data Reference Book,-"mod edition published
incorrect pi-network material similar to the "dou-
ble Q nonsense published by Ham Radio .

In view of the incorrect material on this Q
based pi-network equations topic in the amateur
periodical and reference literature it is littlewonder that many amateurs lack understanding in
this simple circuit matter . This includes some
who write the material for publication .

It appears that at least in part this lack of
understanding may arise from the fact that the
derivation of the formulas has never been given in
the amateur literature nor is it given in the
engineering circuit theory textbooks excepting
that according to Motorola AM-267, Philip Cutler
does give it in Electronic Circuit Analysis,
Volume 1 , "Passive £Jetwortcs .

I have ready for typing an article in which a
detailed derivation of the Q based pi-network
equations is given along with a discussion ofequivalent circuits, resonance, reactive and ac-
tive power concepts and the energy related Q con-cept .

To make this palatable to a larger number of
amateurs the malhematj,cs level i restricted to no
higher than C 2= a 2 + b 2 l.Pythagoras right
triangle) or its electrical counterparts, Z 2 =R2+X prZ= R2+X2 . There is no mentionof j (or i), complex numbers, complex algebra orphasor or vector algebra. Even so the developmentis completely rigorous and neither the math, theengineering nor the physics professors will fault

In addition to the Q based pi-net equations theparallel-to-series and series-to-parallel equiva-
lent circuit equations are derived as well as the
L net equations since these are a necessary part
of the derivation of the pi-net equations .

I believe that by keeping the math to the
absolute minimum the material will motivate an
understanding of this circuit topic by a larger
number of amateurs including those who would write
pi-network articles . - Elmer A . Wingfield, W5FD,
Zb Belmont Dr, Little Rock, AR 72204
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Hand-silly and useless.

	

Radio
book" formulas give usable results for Q > 10 as
is common in tube type rf amplifiers but it seems
pointless to give their approximate formulas when
the exact formulas I give above are simpler and
more straightforward .

The ARIL "Solid State Design" gives correct ,pi-
net formulas on page 53 .

	

The "ARRL Electronics
Data Book" has an erroneous formula for XL, Eq. 4on pale 35, incorrectly copied from Motorola Ap
plications Mote AM-26'/ which gives correct data
and formulas for the pi-net and other networks .The correct Q based pi-network formulas will be

given below .

Rl R 2
The Q based pi-network formulas that I give

(above) were first developed by Philip Cutler in+

	

-T- X 1 X L X 2

R1 XL1 - XL2~TX2

-T-

R2

the mid-1940's according to the late W1HH .
These formulas were first published in the

a teur literature by Pappenfus, W38SYF and Kippel,-* X1? 4

In terms mbols shown

W06QO of Collins Radio Company in CQ Magazine,September 1950 . The ARRL Handboox co9ime~} ced pub-
lishing these formulas in the mid-1950 s `about 5b
or 57) and continued until 1977 when they substi-
tuted a silly and useless "treatment" in Chapter 2

Pi-net, XL = X1.1 + XL2
of the pi-net element s

above 19MiMY's program line 35 : J B/D - H/I is that continues through the 82 edition .
equivalent to : The ARRL and "Radio Handbook" are not alone in



A Secondary Time Standard
Clock
By John H . True,* N4BA

The clock described here is neither a time
standard such as WWV, nor is it a power-line clock
which wobbles about the correct time by 5 seconds,
more or less, until there is a momentary dip, or acomplete loss of several seconds each time the
substation drops the load . Especially thoe two-
plus-hour outages when that drunken bum' mows
down a power pole rounding that curve u the road,
to say nothing of the ice an4 high-wind outages .
The secondary time-standard/clock will provide
correct time to within a few se onds a year
regardless of power line failures (up to about ~3
hours) and is relatively inexpensive .

The heart of this clock is the encapsuled
color-burst crystal and the unique IC that acts as
an oscillator plus dividing the color-burst fre-
quency by 59,b59 to provide 60 .0000-Hz output with
an accuracy of 10 to the minus sixth or better,
dependent upon the care you put into the construc-
tion of tnis unit .

The second special IC is the clock module,
which may be modified to be controlled by the
aforementioned crystal module . It has a four 0.7-
in. LED digital readout in either 12- or 24-hour
f ormat . it has several additional features :
minute/seconds displaq , sleep display, alarm dis-
play with repetitive 9-minute snooze periods which
can be use as a 10-minute call sign reminder .
Other features include : on/off radio or other
external control capability . Both of these ICs
are available at many electronic sup liers, who
also supply specifications at a nominal price .

The power supply including transformer, regula-
tors and backup battery can also be obtained from
several suppliers . Judicious use of hamfests and
your, or your friends goodie bin' should reduce
the cost of most parts .
Construction

Crystal oscillator-divider MM5369 (National
Semiconductor) uses a color-burst crystal at
5.579540 1,1Hz dividing by 59651) to produce hi hly
accurate bO .O Hz .

	

This unit when encapsulate in
a thermally insulated assembly will rovide clock
accuracy to within I part in 1U to the minus 6th
or better . The use of a building insulation ma-
terial known as PolyFoam comes in several thick-nesses . I used 1-in. thick material for my oven .
A built-up cube measuring 4.5 x 5 x 5 .5 in. houses
the crysal, KN15569, resistors and capacitors
required to produce the 60-Hz output at 10 V pk-
K. In this way I was able to obtain near 1U to
the minus 7th stability from a standard color-
burst crystal . A half-watt 560-ohm resistor on
the 10-volt sup ly holds the crystal odule near3U degrees C . the clock housing of 1/4-in . ply-
wood paneling holds the heat from the transformer
clock and battery to approximately 25 degrees C,
which helps the stability of the insulated module .

Clock module MA1023-1 (National Semiconductor)is normally controlled by the 60-Hz power-line
fre uency . Fig . 1 shows several modifications
the are necessary to convert this unit to thehigh-precision 60 Hz generated by the MM5369 mo-
dule . Since the printed circuitry of tnis module
is extremely fine and will break if not handled
carefully, it is suggested that very small, flexi-ble connecting wires be attached to this module
using a small soldering iron . Since it requires
only 8 mA at d to 1U volts for the clock cir-
cuitry, there is no need for high conductivity .

*10522 Georgetown Pike, Great Falls, VA 22066,
705-759-2075 .
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The power supply should be capable of de-
livering 9 .5 V regulated which when d livered
through the uniterruptiole power supply Ref 1)
will recharge the battery after power allure.
When fully charged, the 8 .4-V 'transistor type'
nickel cadmium battery will deliver 100 mAh. Re-
charging will require about 140 mAh . This ap -plication uses less than a mA for several hundred
urs . The power supply must also provide 8 mA to

the clock an 2 mA to the MM5369 module as well as
about 18 mA to the heater resistor . In addition,
the LEDs require a rather 'stiff ; regulated supply
inasmuch as their load varies from 80 mA a 1t
to 260 mA at 20:08 . Caution : The transformer
advertised with the MA1023-1 will not deliver the
required volts ge for the LEDs. A 12.6-V ct, 0 .5-A
transformer will get the job done pro erly . When
regulated as shown in Fig. 3, the stability be-
comes excellent .

After trying an aluminum box and double-sided
conclusion that hauhousing tthatlwould conducto less
of the external environment to the inside of the
assembly would he the better choice . Having se-
veral pieces of 1/4-in . plywood . paneling, thisbecame my choice of housing materi The first
unit made was 6 w x 6 d x 4 h (in.) .l This alloweda full inch of foam insulation around a rather
expensive 'high accuracy I crystal and the MM5369
oscillator-divider module . The switches were
mounted on the front panel of this unit for acces-
sibility .

The second unit made used the larger 4 .5 x 5 .5
x 5-in . thermally insulated module . The switches
on this unit were placed inside the housing with
an access door for pontrol . The crystal used in
this model was a standard . color-burst crystal
but gave almost identical results due largely to
the 2 inches of foam insulation in all directions
surrounding the oscillator-divider module . This
housing was made 7 h x 7 d x 6 w (in) to better
house the larger foam-covered assembly This size
seems to be o timum considering bulkiness, yet
having the relatively ti ght thermally insulated
critical components . If I were to make a third
unit, I would try accessing all the switches
through the bottom panel . This would hide this
rather bristling group of comonents, yet provideaccess to them or control awl calibration . Four
components are located on the bottom panel : The
ac line cord exits through the bottom, the RCA
phono ,ack provides crystal monitor access, anaccess hole through to the crystal vernier capaci-
tor and the 'alarm' loudspeaker (1 .5-in. diameter)
as well as four paste-on rubber feet . Except for
the front panel com onents, all other parts are
mounted on the inside of the bottom panel so they
can be inserted into the housing for final assem-
bly .
Calibration

The following instrumentation was used in my
experiments, part or all of them may not be re-
quired to get your unit calibrated :
a . A frequency counter good up to 50 MHz .
b . A 10-MHz dual-trace scope .
C . A home-brew secondary frequency standard on
1 .000,000 MHz accurate to near 1 part in 10 to the
7th .

a

Upon completion of the MM5369 oscillator-
divider, add ower and check the wave form on a
scope ; it should show a very square wave at 60 Hz
nd a good square wave on 3.579,540 . Output

should be 10 V pk-pk snd 4 V pk-pk respectively .
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Using a counter, correct the crystal frequency .
Encapsulate the oscillator-divider with adequate
lead length to reach the front panel, power supply
and RCA phono jack monitor . Be sure to leave an
access hole to the vernier capacitor for re-zero-
ing the crystal frequency when in final position .

Check the frequency standard against WWV and
correct as required . Let the counter warm up for
at least an hour and check it against the frequen-cy standard, recording the counter error . Whenreading the crystal frequency , the counter errorat 1 .000 MHz must be multiplied by 3 .58 to obtainthe clock frequency error . This error is to berecorded against clock time on . When the entireunit is completely wired, test it to see if allfunctions are operational . Go through allswitches, etc., noting and correcting as required .

When satisfied that all construction and wiringis correct, close the housing and record clockstatus . Let it run for a few days, noting fre-
quency and clock accuracy etc ., to get a feel for
its drift rate while settling down . It will pro-bably drift downward in frequency a few cycles fora week or more . Re-zero and record each timecorrected against time on .

Alternate instrumentation : See QEX May 1982correspondence from W4ANN
TV's frequencycounters by use of your TV's color-burst oscilla-

tor which is accurate to above 1 part in 10 to the6th .
Another practical method using a receiver capa-ble of receiving WWV and 3 .579,540 MHz : After

checking against WWV, tune the MM5369 crystal
frequency and set it to as near your calibrationof 3.579,540 as you can read it . When the assem-
bly is complete, after turn on, let it settle downand set the clock to the correct time in ac-
cordanc with WWV . Careful y read the flashincolon actually a single LED) and make the star

(Correspondence - continued)
AD7I Modem

I saw the article in QEX #4 and have built up
the XR2211 modulator on the bench for sometesting. Seems to do much better than some othersenemes, since the R/C networks for the f nction
generator are independent of one another within
re?son), and set up is fairly easy . I expect that
we 11 get on the air with asynchronous ASCIIfirst, just to test the local climate for digital
communications { and if there is sufficient inter-es~ expand it to a full-blown packet repeater .
We 11 just nave to see if the local repeater
groups and clubs are interested in this . - JonTitus, KA4dVK, P .O . Box 242, Blacksburg, VA 24060 .

On the "COIL DESIGN" Program
Would you life to Know h9w much wire to buy

when you use the COIL DESIGN' program printed in
the July 1982 issue?

O.K .,

	

then

	

just add the following

	

linesuggested by Ron Jones, K7HJ .
1o6 PRINT "APPH XIMATE LENGTH OF WIRE _
INT(3.14159*D*N2) ; 'Ii4CH&S

- Harry L . Rosier, K4LBF, 12 Hastings Circle,
Greensboro, NC 2740x .

Post Card from the Northwest

t

You folks put out a great pub . Eaen issue has
something that I have found useful - Number 2
regarding the video tapes available from FCC ; #4regarding the vhf front end on a chip ; #5 re-
arding the RTTY demodulator. Nice work, and
hanks . - Cliff Appel, WB6AWM/7, P .O . Box 251,

Electric City, WA 99123 .
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of the flash and minute chap ge in phase withWWV~s, on the minute tone . Observe for several
day s and correct as required . In this way, youwill be able to make your unit as good as the one
that is calibrated with more-sophisticated instru-mentation . It may take a little more time andpatience

	

but the end result will be the same .Mine alteroff 1VWV

	

a month, is less than half a second.
For those who might require more 'hints andkinks,' I have several pages of addendum with a

lot of time-saving short cuts, procedures and what
goes together before which, so that you will not
have to make as any mistakes as I did in assemblyand calibration post paid for U .S . $1) .

Fig. 1 was taken from National Semiconductor
specification (MA1023-1 sheet . Modifications
required to use the MM5369 high-accuracy controltiming is shown .

Fig .

	

2 is a reproduction of NationalSemiconductor specification MM5369 oscillator-divider .

d
Fig . 3 schematic is my solution to a highlyregulated power su ply, possibly a little over-

esigned, but it h olds everything together for ahigh-accuracy final product .
Try it. You'll like it!

References
1 W2LWO

	

"Uninterruptible Power Supply," QEX 4,
May 1982 modified by adding a second d1-67e toline delivery side to reduce voltage at load
to equal voltage delivered by battery whenpower fails .

2 W4ANN "Calibrating Frequency Counters," QEX 4,
May 1982 .

AMSAT Search for Candidates
The successful launch of AASAT's first Phase

III satellite in early 1943 will bring unprece-
dented growth to this primarily volunteer- managed
organization . This will requ;re a full-time,
professional executive director/general manager .The successful candidate will :
--Develop and implement innovative educational
programs to bring an awareness and appreciation of
space science and technology at the personal level
to amateurs and non-amateurs around the world .
--14anage and coordinate the work of hundreds of
volunteers who design, build, launch and operate
the worldwide amateur space communications system.
--Oversee the day-to-day operatations of Ag+LSAP
involving membership services, publications, pub-
lic information and staff management .
--Lead a comp renensive fund-raising activity both
inside and outside the Amateur Radio community .

This position is located in suburban Washing-
ton, DC and will require some travel and weekend
work . Compensation is in the :u3O,000-per- year
range, with substantial performance-based incen-tives . An engineerin technical background isdesirable . Active radio amateur interest is man-
datory . The deadline is November 1, 1982 . Send
resumes to : Search Committee/AMSAT, P .O . Box 27,Washington, DC 20044 .

Quest for IBM PC RTTY
I own an IBM PC computer and would like to use

it on R'T2f . I would appreciate it very mucn ifyou could tell me what nardware and/or software I
need, and where I can purchase it . - Nathan Janco,1601 Forest Boulevard, Tulsa, OK 74114 .
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RTTY Art Storage by Computer

By George Gadbois,* W3FEY

If you have collected very much RTTY art on
pager tape you Know that this form of storage is
rather bulKy and a bit clumsy to use . Many ama-
teurs have adopted audio cassettes as a means of
storing RTTY art . Audio cassettes are much
handier tnan paper tape, but the record must be
made and used at the original transmission speed .
viitn the advent of computer-based RTTY terminals,
it makes sense to use a computer to process the
art and store the data on digital cassettes or
discs . Di6ital storage can be much more compact
than recording audio tones, and the computer pro-
vides the means to change the transmission speed
or the code .

One obvious problem with handling RTTY art in a
computer is the large number of characters in a
ty pical R'PTY picture . Most RTTY art is hignl,~
redundant, and you can taKe advantage of tnis fact
to save memory . I have written macnine-language
subroutines to pack and unpack RTTY art on ray RCA
VIP computer. These subroutines could be used in
any CDP1d02-based computer. The programming
scneme is simple and easily can be adapted to any
microcomputer. I nope that my notes are suffi-
ciently clear that anyone can maze the conversion
to another micro .

The idea of counting how many times a character
is repeated and then storing the character and the
number of repetitions is obvious . If one byte of
,aemory is used to store the character and the next
byte is used to store tile number of repetitions,
the memory requirement for storage of RTTY art is
greatly reduced. ASCII code re.l uires seven infor-
mation bits leaving one spare bit to be used as a
repeat flat. I store single characters with the
eighth bit normally set to zero . 'The eighth bit
is set to one for repeated characters . With this
scheme the memory required is never more than that
required to store each character individually, so
there is no need to differentiate between icture
and text storage . When the computer fins the
eighth bit set, it knows that the next byte is a
repeat count rather than a new character .

Most RTTY art is transmitted with Baudot code
which has some excess overnead that can be elimi-
nated by conversion to ASCII, the LTRS/21G3 char-
acters for example. Because of Keyboard dif-
ferences between teletypewriters, most creators of
eiTY art insert redundant bell/apostrophe charac-
ters . The data storage routine shown in Listing 1
strips out unnecessary characters and counts re e-
titions for storage. Redundancies such as be l/
apostrophe can be reinserted at the time of
transmission if needed .

The assumption is made that the standard NNNN
snutdown sequence will be used to terminate stor-
age . You will see a reference to a command word
in the subroutine in Listing 1 . Another subrou-
tine scans the incoming traffic for command words
and leaves an appropriate byte in memory upon
recognition. Occasional creators of RTTY art will
use :JNNa in their creation whicn causes a termi-
nation of my storage program. 'The program easily
could be modified for manual termination of the
storage program . however, I want unattended oper-

*141 maple Lane, Lancaster, PA 17601 .
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ation so I have to suffer the occasional loss of
a picture .

Another alternative would be to sense the end
of transmission and terminate storage after allow-
ing a time delay for the transmitting station to
change paper tape reels, etc .

I use a 26-k byte storage buffer for incoming
traffic. This is sufficient for almost any RTTY
art other than the famous reclining nude .

The subroutine in Listing 2 unpacks the data
for transmission. In the example, the transmis-
sion code is assumed to be Baudot . LTRS/FIGS
characters are automatically inserted . Unshift on
space is used to be fully compatible with mechani-
cal teletypewriters . Carriage returns are sent
twice to allow time for carriages to return to the
left margin. Of course, the routine is simplified
for direct ASCII transmission .

W3FEY RTTY Program

7

4p

My overall RTTY program uses a modified form of
the HCA CHIP-8 interpreter. An article describing
a simple version of the program is scheduled for
ublication in 75 magazine in the near future. A
-k HAM VIP isrequired for the simple program

which has only a 25b-byte storage buffer and di-
rect Keyboard transmit . N o provision is included
for RTTY art, memory dumps, etc. A very simple
UART interface for any 1&302-based computer, such
as the VIP, is shown in the January RTTY clumn in
3 . RS-252-C interfacing can be added with a

couple of op amps if needed . Ref)

A machine-language dump of my expanded RTTY
program for the VIP is available for copying and
mailing costs .

Comments on Listings

A few tips on how the RCA CHIP-8 (computer
hobbyist interpreter program) language works will
make it easier to understand the disassembled
listings which appear on the following pages . The
listings are machine-language subroutines called
by my modified CHIP-8 interpreter which I call RY-

The RY-8 CHIP-8) call subroutine program coun-
ter is R(4 which is always on memory page ,?0,
Thus a zero is always in the high byte of RY4)
which prow des an easy w y to g t a zero when
needed. H(5) is the RY-8 CHIP-b) program coun-
ter. Upon entry t a machine language subr utine
called by RY-u, R(2) is the stack pointer, R~3) is
the program counter, R(5) points to the next R -8
instruction to be executed, and R(6) and R 7)
point to the work space page where t rm orary d t
is stored. HY-8 does not disturb , R(8) and H(.9~
so they can be left pointing at data without
concern. This is not true for CHIP-8 . All
machine-language subroutines end with a D4 in-
struction which returns control to the call sub-
routine . You will note that at several points I
change R(5) in a machine-language subroutine .
Thus, the return will not be to the point that
called the subroutine - a very sneaky trick that
saves a lot of overhead .

Reference

RCA, "COS/MOS Memories, Microprocessors and Sup-
port Systems," 1979, Pub. SSD-2b0, pp-3b5- 310 .
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Correspondence - continued)

Monopole with Drooping Radials

With reference to (N3BEK's) letter in QEX July
1982 let me comment . The input impedance of a
ground rod antenna is less than 50 ohms, and for
commercial antennas two methods are used to raise
the feedpoint impedance . In one the feed point is
raised to point where a good match Vo 50 ohlns is
reached, c

.f.
. the SHL-217 antenna Fig. 1 TS

another, the ground rods are bent back toward the
feed line (also illustrated in Fig . 1) .

10

S RL-217
Fig . I - sinclair Omnidirectional Antennas

Why does this raise the impedance? One can
answer this question by the following reasoning .
The in ut impedance of a coaxial vertical (see
Fig. 2) is about 72 ohms . Therefore, the impe-
dance of an antenna with droop ing radials can be
about 50 ohms, i .e., less than 72 ohms and more
than 36 ohms. The length of the ground rods for
an antenna where the ground rods are in a horizon-
tal plane should be approximately a quarter wave-
length long. 'The ground rods in effect choke
current flow oh the sheath of the coax radiating

S R L-238
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current) . The length of the monopole is about 5 :t
shorter than a quarter wavelength (for wire anten-
nas) . Therefore the ground rods will be about 5*.
longer than the radiator. When the ground rods
are bent back, they become a part of the radiating
antenna system carrying in-phase current. Their
length will have to be shortened to maintain reso-
nance by an appropriate antenna factor . Maximum
shortening and optimum shielding of currents oh
the sheath of the feader coax will be achieved
when the radials are dressed more-or-less parallel
to the feedline, and a skirt wire connects their
open ends .

V

Fig. 2 - Coaxial vertical

The fact tha you nave obtained
a good match apparently to 50
ohms) for ground rods bent back is
puzzling, but I suppose the expla-
nation is as follows. Since you
have used a feeder coax that is an
integral multiple of a half wave-
length, the impedance seen at the
input to the coax is exactly that
of the terminating impedance (which
is the antenna). There dill be no
impedance transformation by the
feeder even for unmatched cohdi-
tions . Most transceivers will de-
liver maximum forward power at
apparent to 3 Wd even though the
actual SWR with reference to 50
ohms) is 1 : .5, provided there is
no reactance which would necessi-
tate retuning the pi-netdoric of the
transceiver. You may think you
have a 50 ohm antenna, as judged by
low 3 WA even though the actual
impedance is not exactly 50 ohms .

If you read my article oh the
ribbon-J (see hay 1962 issue of
QST), you will note that for porta-
V17 temporary antennas I recommend
using a feeder coax that was cut to
an integral multiple of a half
wavelength. If the coax becomes a
part of the tuned circuit, because
the antenna is hot matched exactly
to 50 ohms, this increases the Q-
factor of the system and compli-
cates tuning.

l

Ihcidehtally, with elevated feed
the length of the radiator can be
made longer than a quarter wave-
length (e.g. a three-quarter wave-
ehgth antenna) and a gain of 2-3
dad can be achieved (see Baton,
3truszhskci and Thurgood, The Mar-
coni &ighth Aerial Adcoqk AF Direc-
tion Finder

TMe,
3-4d0,' The iK rco-

hi Review, X, 1-23, i 66) . -
Mn o . nelrose, VE2CV .
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Tactile Transducer for Cw

By T . K. Riggen, * W1HFZ

Any idea that works should be published in the
literature, patented or marketed The device
described here may be fifty years too late to be
widely accepted, but it may be useful to a small
segment of the ham population. If you or a friend
are a confirmed cw operator and your hearing is
impaired, and you don t like the thought of
staring at olinking lights, read on . If you just
lice gadgets for their own sake, this one can be
built from the junk box in an evening .

p

ount a relay (with its contacts removed) on a
board as shown in Fig . 1 . Extend the armature
with a tongue depressor or a strip of metal out
ast the hinge . Lay your hand on the "hand book"
hence the name!) so that the balls of your fin-

gers are above, but not touching, the armature
extension. When the relay closes the extension
rill rise up and touch your fingers, which have
the most closely spaced tactile nerves you have .
If the relay oper§tes in respopset~o cw you will
be able to tell a dit' from a dah on the first
try .

*87 Donegal Circle, Centerville, MA 02532 .

7
icrophone and Power C nnector Standards
continued from page 1)

p

a 3-wire (grounded) ac connector with rectangular
ins. These connectors are as standardized in
ublication 22 of the International Commission on
Rules for the Approval of Electrical Equipment
(CEE) .

The most widely used of the CEE-22 types

The type illustrated above is UL and C3A recog-
nized for use up to 20 amps but is limited to 6
amps, 250 volts at 65 degrees C by European stan-
dards agencies . The chassis receptacles are
available in various configurations includin with
built-in power-line RFI filters and 115230-V
switches .

	

One company, Panel Components Corpora-

bliesofwithta thes CEE-22 s socketszon one cend e andem a
choice of U . .3 . and foreign ac lugs . CEE-22
sockets with RFI filters have stared showing up
at hamfests, making them available at low cost for

QEX September 1982
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You will find that you can read cw at about
half pf your regular speed on the first try, and
it won t take much practice to get to full speed .
Your hand already knows the code. Reading by
contact rather than pressure change is more
effective, so adjust the relative height of the
relay and your fingers accordingly. If you like
to "pencil copy" or if you work with rapid break-
in, position the device to be read by your non-
dominant hand .

Most of the receivers on the market have at
least two watts of audio output which is enough to
work a good relay . A speaker transformer can be
used backwards to match the speaker jack to the
relay. A bridge rectifier and a small capacitor
will stop the jitters by removing the audio tone
from the relay coil . This will improve readabili-
ty above ten or twelve words per minute . If the
clack' of the relay bothers you, deaden it with

rubber tape between the armature and the pole .

I would be interested to know how you make out
with this particularly if you are hearing im-
paired . I would be very pleased if this helped
one hearing-impaired cw operator stay on the air .

I would like to thank my 11-year-old grandson,
Robbie, for the sketch in Fig. 1 .

home-brew projects .

QEX will welcome articles which research the
Ama eur Radio equipment microphone and power
supply connector problem. Also I would like to
invite articles which propose specific standards
for consideration by the readership and those
tasked by the ARRL Board of Directors to come up
with recommendations. Authors should consider
various aspects of the problem such as :

(a) the connectors and pin assignments in cur-
rent use ;

(b) connectors standard(s) for new equipment ;

(c) retrofitting old equipment ;

(d) provision for options and flexibility ;

(e) economic (or other) impact ; and,

(f) how to get manufacturers and individual
amateurs to pay any attention to the stan-
dards once adopted .

If you feel that what you have to say on this
subject is better put in a letter to the ARRL
General Manager, please send a copy to QEX . Also,
if you elect to send correspondence tome Chair-
man of the Emergency Communications Advisory Com-
mittee, please keep QEX readers in mind . - W4RI .

11
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while my various data-communications-oriented
friends around the country debate the best way to

g

nternet our various metropolitan area networks
~(MANs), I cast about for some programming that I
could do without wasting effort on code that might
be thrown away with the next network conference
decisi n. The last Coast see s to be firming up on
AX .25 Amateur X .25 Protocol for the metropolitan
area networks. The Tucson mateur Packet Radio
roup is using an implementation of IEEE 802
another MAN standard) and promise to do an X .25

interface. 3o, I looked towards applications . Our
local MAN lacked a computer. When a computer is
available to users of a MAN, it is referred to as
a host . Hach ser attaches his terminal to a
packet assembler/disassembler (PAD a ternatively
called a terminal node controller ((`~NC) . The user
establishes a virtual connection to the host com-
puter and computes . What could he accomplish by
doing this?
Applications for a Host Computer

1 . Mailbox (leave a message fpr someone who
will pick it up at some later time)

2 . James (play a game with the computer, such
as A venture, Chess, Monopoly, Space Paranoids,
etc .

3 .

	

Teleconference (hol a roundtable digital
QSO while editing a document

4 . Calculate (run a program to figure antenna
dimensions or propagation or active filter
component values or whatever)

5 . Jser Competition (a game between users in
which the computer acts as a scorekeeper only or
provides the rules and game setting acting as a
referee )

6 . Simulation (users activate the computer to
load the MAN with packets at some given rate
simulating many independent Q30s and then users
change their protocol time delay parameters to
maximize thruput)

7 .

	

Data Bank Access (computer provides large
storage access of desirable data)

It appeared I had a reasonable idea since I
could demonstrate some of the above applications
using just my normal hamshack computer, an 3-100
system with dual flop py disk drives . I would
connect the computer to my PAD (running slightly
modified Vancouver software) and let users of the
local MAN test the system.

There also appeared a local opportunity to
demonstrate packe radio technology o uninitiated
civilians at a local community pt-together . There
would be normal h m radio activities voice commu-
gications on hf) demonstrated and just dualogu
(two amateurs engaged in digital communication
seemed a rather mundane demonstration . It was
suggested that if my 3-100 computer could be
running an Adventure program . a packet station at
the demostration site could play the game re-
motely. This seemed an interesting challenge, so I
proceeded to connect my 3-100 computer to my PAD .

n

From our San Francisco friends, host software
was provided by an assembly time option . B
setting a software switch True, the Vancouver P
software allowed communication with a computer on
the terminal side . Where you would normally con-
ect a terminal, you connected a cable to a seria

port on ' y ur host computer. RTS request to send
and CP3 clear to send) handshaking signals are

*Route 2 Box 233B, Sterling, VA 22170,
703-450-284 home .

siioCFnU, (a ji Conducted by
David W . Borden,* K8MM0

required (normally not required for terminal
connection to the PAD) . I examined the software to
observe what made a host different from a terminal .

First, I removed the sign-on message normally
printed on the user's terminal at reset time . My
host computer did not desire to see any sign on
trivia about the version of software . iNext, I
removed the dialogue between the user e,nd the PAD
concerning the cw i-d speed . The line modem side)
would always be 1200 baud, so only one cw i-d
speed would be required. While I was changing
everything, I turned the echo off . My host compu-
ter knows what it sent and needs no reminder .

Then I encountered the code provided by Hank
Magnuski, KA6M, to handle the host mode. It con-
cerned the packet terminator .

Normally, under the Doug Lockhart (VE7APU)
design, packets are terminated by a line feed
character being typed at the terminal. Under the
modifications added by Calvin Teague, K6HWJ, a
carriage return may be caused to automatically be
followed by a line feed and thus none need be
typed on the terminal. But, if a host computer is
doing the sending requiring packetizing by the
PAD, then a packet must be terminated every time
the compute program running in the host expects
user input (we must remember here where the user
is - at the qther end of this link

	

For example,
I run the CP/M operating system . It exgects input
after the output of a forward arrow l>) . 3o a
forward arrow must be a packet terminator. Various
p M utility programs x ect input after a colon

~ : or a question mark (?), so they must be added
to the terminator list . These new terminators were
added to the list by Hank and cover most situa-
tions. If the computer is expecting input from the
user and none is received because the prom p t from
the computer did not terminate a packet which the
user did not get to know he needs to supply input,
we have a Catch-22 situation .

These changes were made by assembly time
switch option and new PROMs were burned for my PAD
the day before the demonstration . Some testing was
done, but no stress testing was possible to imu-
late the conditions of the demonstration does
anyone ever stress test prior to the required
working of a device?) .

The demonstration worked, but several draw-
backs were noted. When the rf link was good, the
host hookup worked well . When the link de graded,
the wait for an answer from the host took forever
to get across . The 1200-baud link speed was too
slow .

Normally, if more than 128 characters are sent
from a terminal, a packet is terminated and a new
one begun . For the host mode, that limit was
lowered to 64 . It appears a good number might be
5 . More experimentation needs to be done in this
a re a .

It should appear to the user that no hardware
is between the user terminal and the host compu-
ter. Possibly the way to do this is to set a timer
in the PAD so that if no character is received for
two character times, a packet should be termi-
nated .

A word should be said for the other digital
users on the channel where a user-host virtual
circuit exists. The San Francisco group has a lot
of experience in this area . Basi.cal'_-, the host
hookup hogs the channel, even given the time-
division multiplex aspect of packeteering . The
timers of to PAD (delay before transmit when
channel clear should be experimented with to
allow the Dua ogee users to coexist with the host
users on a given channel. Increasing the speed
would help.

QEX September 1982
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The first item discussed this month is a comp o-
nent that seldom receives mention in the press but
yet finds its way into most pr sets. This compo-
nent is the venerable knob . Nave seen some very
nice projects turned into eyesores because old TV
knobs or whatever were used . Buckeye is only one
of many manufacturers, but they have an extensive
line and a very nice catalog available .

Buckeye Knobs and Enclosures

The Buckeye Stamping Company has some of the
nicest looking knobs and enclosures available .
Buckeye's knobs are available in ten distinctive
series and six different diameters . Included are
round, pointer skirted, concentric, bars and
spinners. Just about any type of knob you might
need is available .

Also available from Buckeye is a complete line
of enclosures . All sizes are produced, including
rack-mount styles. Accessories for the enclosures
include printed-circuit mounting hardware, feet
and front bails to elevate the front of the cabi-
net .

For more information, request a catalog from :
Buckspa Stamng Company, 555 Marion Road, Colum-
bus, OH 4320

pi
7 .

Panasonic Paper-Thin Lithium Batteries

An area that seldom receives much fanfare as
advancing in the state of the art is battery
technology. Lithium batteries have been around
for many years but have had a few problems -- such
as exploding in some instances! However, work has
continued in the lithium battery area, and Panaso-
nic has introduced an amazing battery product .
These batteries are not only tiny in size but are
inherently safe by design. The new batteries use
lithium and polycarbon monoflouride as electro-
lytes instead of lithium-manganese dioxide used
in older, potentially hazardous batteries .

The lithium battery has a terminal voltage of 3
volts, which means that one lithium battery can
replace two carbon-zinc cells . In terms of effi-
qiency, lithium batteries have an energy density
(per volume) of 5 to 10 times that of carbon-zinc
cells. Since the lithium cell contains no water
the conductivity of the battery remains good a
very cold temperatures, unlike carbon-zinc or
alkaline batteries .

*1000 Shenandoah Dr, Lafayette, IN 47905, 317-447-
4272, 2300-0230 UTC weekdays, until 0230 weekends .

For a friend . . .

Clip or photocopy this sub-
scription order card for a
friend who may want to sign up
for QEX . Please mail completed
order cards to :

American Radio Relay League
225 Main Street
Newington, CT 06111

ARRL Membership Control M

Name

Address

City -

Profession :
0 Payment enclosed
El Charge to my

Account#

Conducted by Mark Forbes,* KC9C

The Panasonic batteries are avail $ble in seve-
re~l sizes. A "half-postcard" size (70 x 94 x 1 .+3
mm) provides 3 volts and }has a capacity ~,of 1 .5 Ah!
Other sizes, such as thg 'busine s-card size (350
mAh) and chewing gum (80 mAh~ are available .
For more information, write : Panasonic Industrial
Co., Battery Sales Division, 1 Panasonic Way,
Secaucus, NJ 07094 .

Litton Trackball System

Did you ever won er where these video game tYp
trackball systems (as that on Missile Command i
could be purchased for inclusion in your latest
amateur radio or computer project? Litton Indus-
tries, Encoder Division has several models availa-
ble . The trackballs are supplied in a voltage
range from 5 to 24 Vdc and several sizes . I don t
have pricing on these, but I understand that they
are not exactly cheap. If you want to know more
about their trackballs, write to: Litton Indus-
tries, Encoder Division, 20745 Nordhoff St, Chats-
worth, CA 91311 .

ECL Voltage-Controlled Oscillators

Frequency Sources, Inc. has a series of four
VCO chips available that cover many amateur fre-

M
uencies. The KJ1000 series covers from 21 to 53
Hz. Other frequencies are said to be available
upon request. The chips are packaged in 24-pin
DIPs, operate on a singe ,power supply, and fea-
ture low phase jitter, wide tuning range, fast
tuning response and a stable +5 dBm output power .
A super set of application notes is available from
the manufacturer.

The following models are available for $22 . 0
each (tingle piece KJ1021 (21 to 30 MH ,
KJ1025 (25 to 3b MHz), : and KJ1030 (30 to 44 MHz) .

More information is available from: Frequency
Sources Inc. Semiconductoremiconductor Division, 16 Maple
Rd, Chelmsford, MA 01824, 617-256-8101 .

TI VLSI/LSI Telecommunications Catalog

A catalo5 of products relating to telecommuni-
cations is in its first printing from Texas In-
struments. Included in the catalog re SLICs,
tone encoders ring detectors CODECs both u-Law
and A-Law) ana filters . To obtain a copy, ask for
"VLSI/LSI Circuits for Telecommunications from
Texas Instruments" at the following address :

T75 exas,Ins4ru9en
5 1 . P.O. Box 225012, Dallas, TX

QEX Subscription Order Card
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